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What is FTS

FTS3 is a service responsible for globally distributing the majority of the LHC data across 
the WLCG infrastructure.
It has a web interface “WebFTS”.
Allows to set parameters:
● Bandwidth limit
● Max active file transfers per endpoint and VO
● and more

Integrates perfSONAR for monitoring.



WLCG

● Worldwide LHC Computing Grid
● Provides global computing resources for the storage, distribution and analysis 

of the data generated by the LHC.
https://home.cern/science/computing/grid

Tier 0 - 1
Tier 1 - 15
Tier 2 - 149
Tier 3 - 188
http://wlcg-cric.cern.ch/wlcg/fedrcsite/list/

https://home.cern/science/computing/grid
http://wlcg-cric.cern.ch/wlcg/fedrcsite/list/


Where does FTS fit in the bigger picture

● Monitoring information can be retrieved from three different layers
● External tools utilize information from different layers



FTS dashboard

Allows filtering by multiple criteria.

Statistics provided:

● Efficiency
● Throughput
● Transfer Successes
● Transfer Failures
● Volume Transfered
● Number of Transfers
● Total Volume Transfered

https://monit-grafana.cern.ch/

https://monit-grafana.cern.ch/


WLCG dashboard

Similar to FTS dashboards, but combines technologies FTS and XRootD

Statistics provided:

● Transfer throughput
● Transfers finished



FTS Feeds

FTS sends a JSON message to an ActiveMQ broker. CERN Central MONIT listens to this FTS 
feeds, enriches the data and publishes it to an ElasticSearch index.

Four FTS feeds:

● TransferComplete - a message is enriched with additional fields
● TransferStart
● TransferState: a message is sent each time a transfer changes file state
● OptimizerMessage:  a message is sent each time the Optimizer changes the parameters for 

a given src/dst pair

We get the best picture from the TransferComplete messages (monit_prod_fts_enr_complete*).



What do logs actually look like?

● Lots of structured metadata
● data.job_state contains the job’s status
● The actual message is the data.reason field

Data.reason  examples of FAILED jobs:



What do event templates look like?

Drain3 has been used for parsing:

Sorted 
alphabetically

Sorted by size



TFS Logs in Kibana

Enriched logs 
(monit_prod_fts_enr_complete*)

data.reason -> data.t__error_message



Definition of a log anomaly

● A group of FAILED log messages all caused by the same unexpected event 
● A log anomaly is not a common error due to a user mistake (file or directory 

not found) - a need for fact store
● The group does not necessarily need to contain message with the same 

event template. They can be connected through other attributes apart from 
the message.



Thinking on anomalies

● How do we verify that the result is actually correct? For example, how do we 
know that a clustering approach clusters logs with respect to the root cause 
of the problem, which may be hidden, and not with respect to the event 
template?

● Two log messages can have the same event template but one is anomalous, 
and the other is not—only the variable part is different.



Remaining questions

● MONIT provides the TIMBER service. What is it? Requires access.
● What do we consider a log anomaly?
● What problems are we looking for? (we should discuss with others)
● Do we know which path the transfer takes within the grid?


